but they have their own special value a« artistic projections; as Mao himself says, in Problems of Art and Literature, "the creative forms of art and literature supersede nature in that they are more systematic, more concise, more typical, and therefore more universal." Such systematization -and these films are unified wholes to a high degree -in a way compounds the selection problem of choosing a limited yet significant area for isolated and brief discussion that is posed by the amount and detailed richness of the film data.
Given a number of films, however, certain main themes which are often repeated may be discerned, and these become possible topics for somewhat separate discussion. Of many such possibilities, that of conflict between love and family relationships has been chosen here, as relevant both to the general topic of Chinese social behavior and to the broad interest of psychology in family relationships, while at the same time it is significant for the currently insistent and fascinating problem of understanding Chinese politics. Three aspects of this overall theme will be considered: The depicted nature of such conflicts, the sources to which these are ascribed, explicitly or implicitly, and their typical denouements or resolutions. At this level of overt themes, film analysis is mainly a relatively simple matter in principle, based on close observation to discern repetitive main elements of content and relationships as the films present them, classification and labeling of these elements, and comparisons between films of different sources. The main comparison here is of Communist Chinese and Taiwan films, with some supplementary information on Hong Kong films.
In the first place, it is striking how much both Chinese Communist and Taiwan films focus on conflict between parents and children in the tradi- 
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